
Throat Sounds 
by ET Starmann 

We needed only six gestures. 

Why would you need more?  

They are made with the body. The mover may lie, sit or stand, though 
the meaning may change. They are not written down. I have written 
them for your convenience, reader.  

How do you use them? 
As I am the tower guard, I might say:  

a.                   :     ‘open the gate’ 
 

b.                :     ‘one, approaching the gate, identified,  
        uninjured, unaccompanied’ 

c.   :     ‘unknown number, approaching the  
        gate, unidentified, uninjured’ 

Why do you use them? 
As I am the tower guard, the actions of the gate man follow. That is, 
the gate man, having looked up and received my gesture, will, 
correspondingly: 

a.                   :     the gate opens, gate man sends for no  
                   doctors 

b.             :     gate man sends for armed     
       accompaniment, not for doctors 

c.   :     community emergency 



Appropriate scenarios are met with appropriate responses.  

Take, for example, the event :  

‘one approaching gate, unidentified, injured’ 

In this event, armed accompaniment will arrive at the gate to support 
the gate man as the gate man opens the gate. Doctors will be called 
for. 

Never was mistaken for    , nor   for   . 

Never has ‘one approaching gate’ been confused with ‘no one 
approaching the gate.’ Never has ‘injured’ been met without adequate 
medicine.  

Do not doctors need mouths?  
Do not doctors need books? 

I will direct your attention, reader, from the tower to the ground. See 
now the man in the dirt. His leg is bent in half. He is holding his knee. 
See the anguish in his face, how quiet he is. See now, three generations 
of medicine:  

the master with the cultus 
the mentor with the bowl  
the intern like a shadow 

A knife squeezes into the skin. Everything is said in this way. Patient 
to physician, eye to eye, all through the surgery, a long cold stare. 

I am perpetually above everyone else, so they have turned me into a 
joke.   

  : ‘bird man’  

I find eggs in my tower—chicken eggs, robin eggs, duck eggs, 
sometimes with a nest. I have never sired a child. I am doubly a joke. 



 
  : ‘without child’ 

There is an impenetrable white cloud outside the gate. From what 
lurks inside, I keep the community safe.  

My sister is wife to the gate man. The gate man is a dolt. 
He forever complains of his neck. How sore I make his neck. He is 
forever rubbing, glaring, waiting for my word.  

  : ‘invasion’ 
 

   : ‘return’ 

I am the crick in his neck. He is the prick in my sister. I have no one. I 
have literally no one. 

The cloud did not pass through our bodies but pressed from the sky, 
an immense climatological pressure squatting down to our chests on 
its haunches, a dwarf on the breast of our sleep.  
At times, the cloud clambers over the gates, and I am lost in my tower, 
a punt adrift in a white, wide ocean.  
The cloud took language. How could it be otherwise? See how thickly 
it circles, like hills to a valley, or a circling mountain, so enormous and 
white, like a white anaconda filling our canyons. 

I have dreamt every night of a child. For who will keep watch when 
I’m dead? 

One night the wall was impenetrably thick.  

I to my brother-in-law  : 



I don’t give a goddamn about clouds! You’re killing my neck! —his 
gestures too informal to write. He continued flirting with the 
moonherd’s daughter.  

 ,   
But I knew something was out there. I toed to the edge of the tower. 
What was it? It appeared as a stone does in wheat. A trout in the 
rapids. A moon stepping out through the clouds. 

‘one approaching the gate, unaccompanied’  :      

‘unidentified’       :   
 

‘possibly injured’     : 
 

, I gestured like a gunshot.  

The gate man caught me and put his hands on the gate. We do not 
often open the gate. It is the most immense thing we do. When the 
gate opens, the community quakes.  
The cloud toed in like ghosts from a mist. Community members 
shivered. All watched. I barred down from the tower.  

In the cloud—a tiny boy. 

The boy was deformed. His ears were lumpy and he did not have 
proper teeth. His throat was scarred. Hair did not grow evenly from 
his head. Where had he come from? What threat could he be? I 
bundled him up. I held his throat to my ear. Something was inside, 
making noise of its own.  



I took him first to the doctors. The middle doctor dumped red clear 
realgar in two thin plastic cups meant for pills, one for me and one for 
him, we made a mess on the counter. He sweated and was watched by 
the superior doctor. All three listened to the baby’s throat. It was a 
gurgle. It was a vibration. But it could be removed. We arranged it for 
morning. For now, the middle doctor tied a towel over its mouth, 
which seemed more to soothe than disturb. The superior doctor 
tugged greedily of the realgar, as the intern read his pulse through his 
fingers. 

I took him next to the mothers. I hoped for their gestures. Two I knew 
isolated as ‘one approaching the gate, unidentified, injured, 
unaccompanied,’ and ‘one approaching the gate, identified, uninjured, 
unaccompanied,’ however in quick succession: 

 ,  

I learned meant ‘ugly,’ ‘ugly.’ For at this time the throat’s babbling was 
audible even under the towel. At the shock of what was happening 
around me, at having a baby, at hearing its sound, at the women’s 
rejection, I opened my mouth. As this was a sexual organ, the tent flap 
was pulled up and it was indicated I leave. 

Ashamed, I took the baby to the tower. It was beginning to rain. In 
this future, above which we are flattened by clouds, rain leaves white 
streaks of mist like hot wisps of smoke. I climbed into the tower alone 
where the baby could not be seen, could not be heard.  
 

  
 , 

I routinely gestured this to the baby. ‘Good baby.’ ‘Good baby.’  

The baby made a sound, which I remembered as ‘ah.’ 



Then lying started.  

I watched from the tower. The gate man beat his children. He boxed 
them on the ears. After little girls had heard the baby ‘da’ and ‘ba,’ they 
had found themselves finally the two-letter word ‘no.’  

      :  ‘did you climb over the gate?’ 

I watched the gate man. I watched my nephews. They did not respond 
in a way their father understood. They did not move their bodies. 
Their legs and arms remained still. They opened their mouths and 
merely said, ‘no.’ 

It was as if everyday the cloud tightened. 

Tradition that community elders strained themselves before death. 
Reaching sixty, even seventy, they pulled the sheets quickly back down 
from over their heads and, straining their throats so they swelled and 
their faces turned red, they tried to utter last words. But now, as the 
children learned ‘no,’ ‘yes,’ ‘goodbye,’ the elderly strained into these 
fugue states as early as forty or fifty. In their beds, they grit their teeth 
so intensely, but still nothing came out. It was only just before death 
some finally gasped ‘uh’ like a flat puff of air.  
Fat white tails lifted from the chimneys of our crematoriums and 
crept, as if finger by finger, into the overhung cloud.  

‘I’m sorry,’ ‘Forgive me,’ the children were learning so quickly.   
Children do not care as to the state of the world until it has reached in 
to hurt them. 

Someone left a dead baby bird in my tower: 

 ,   

I taught my baby key defense gestures: 



The destruction of a community is dealt with by medical professionals.  
As the master physician had perished, we had only the apprentice and 
shadow.  

‘I think of you as the right man for my sister,’ I said. 
He flicked an injection needled then pumped it so it tossed a sharp 
line of liquid into the air.  
‘Is this the operation you were meant to do on my baby?’ I said. 
‘I never learned that operation,’ he said. 
He jammed the needle into my mouth. It was like a mosquito, only it 
was not taking my blood, but putting its blood in me.  
‘What is this?’ I said. 
‘Numbing agent,’ he said.  
My mouth became cold. 
‘My apprentice can do nothing,’ he said. ‘Look at him.’ 
He indicated the shadow who, across the room, was spilling and fixing 
metal trays of cotton balls, tongue depressors, small iodine bottles. 
Everything he fixed fell to the floor again. It was as if a table’s legs had 
collapsed and he was the only thing holding it up. He could not let the 
goods fall, and he could not let the table fall, and so all things 
perpetually fell. 
‘I have used words,’ said the doctor. ‘I have said only three objects: 
speculum, cultus, stethoscope. And look at the mess I am in.’ 
Tinny bowls clattered from cupboard to shadow and the boy waved at 
bandages, as if they were moths. 
The doctor gathered a long black thread, like what might be used to 
sew up a football, and tied it through the eye of a needle.  
My tongue recoiled when the needle first popped through my mouth. 
He worked his fingers and reappeared the needle before my eyes, 
grimy with my skin and my blood.  
I reached to my mouth. The black thread crisscrossed my lips like the 
legs of a Harlequin. The doctor put my hands in my lap. 
In moments, I was unable to speak.  

,  I thanked the doctor.


